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FOREWORD 

Tms is one of a series of Engineering Monographs 
published by the British Broadcasting Corporation. 
About six are produced every year, each dealing 

with a technical subject within the field of television and 
sound broadcasting. Each Monograph describes work 
that bas been done by the Engineering Division of the 
BBC and includes, where appropriate, a survey of earlier 
work on the same subject. From time to time the series 
may include selected reprints of articles by BBC authors 
that have appeared in technical journals. Papers dealing 
with general engineering developments in broadcasting 
may also be included occasionally. 

This series should be of interest and value to engineers 
engaged in the fields of broadcasting and of telecom
munications generally. 

Individual copies cost 5s. post free, while the annual 
subscription is £1 post free. Orders can be placed v.ith 
newsagents and booksellers, or BBC PUBLICATIONS, 35 
MARYLEBONE HIGH STREET, LO'IDON, W.l. 
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SINE-SQUARED PULSE AND BAR TESTING IN COLOUR TELEVISION 

SUMMARY 
This monograph is a combination in revised form of two technical memoranda, issued during 1964, but not previously 
available outside the BBC. 

Part I describes a programme of work which was carried out with the object of determining how hes! to adapt sine
squared pulse and bar techniques to the testing of the chrominance region in apparatus and systems which are handling 
colour television. It was found that only two forms of test-signal need be seriously considered; these were then investigated 
both theoretically and practically. For the latter purpose a generator was designed and constructed which was capable of 
providing either signal at will, and comparative tests were then carried out on a wide range of apparatus and links. From 
these tests it appeared that appreciable waveform distortion of the chrominance test signal is comparatively rare, and that 
the most important quantities to be measured in practice are luminance-chrorninance gain inequality and delay inequality. 
The accuracy of measurement of both these quantities can be improvc-d considerably by the use of a special measuring set 
which was designed for the purpose; a description is included in the text. 

The tests showed clearly that one of the two test signals has some important practical advantages, and recommendations 
are made for its adoption and utilization. Under suitable conditions it enables luminance-chrominance gain inequality to 
be measured to about 0· 1 d!l, and delay inequality to about 2 ns. A theoretical analysis of this signal is included in the 
Appendix. 

Part II proposes an extension of the test facilities offered by the sine-squared pulse and bar signal by adding to the stan
dard waveform thechrominance pulse described in the lirst part. The effect of this is to produ~-e an augmented signal which 
tests in an effective manner both the luminance and chrominance regions simultaneously. For certain purposes, for ex
ample the equalization of colour television circuits, this is extremely useful since the simultaneous presentation of the 
luminance and chrorninance information makes possible a better choice of the optimum conditions. 

This augmented pulse and bar signal can also be used to advantage in monochrome work, since a certain amount of 
additional information about the upper part of the video spectrum is afforded by the presence of the chrominance pulse. 
It is further proposed that this signal could form the basis of an improved test-line signal. 

It is suggested that an attempt should be made to devise an overall 'K-rating' system for apparatus handling colour 
signals which includes both chrominance and luminance performance. 

PART I 

PULSE AND BAR TESTING OF THE CHROMINANCE CHANNEL 

1. Introduction to Part I 
The sine-squared pulse and bar method of measuring the 
linear transmission characteristics of monochrome tele
vision links and apparatus has become so firmly estab
lished as the most practical and most significant method of 
carrying out such measurements, that the obvious next 
step is to investigate whether this method cannot be ex
tended for use with colour television. 

Although the normal type of sine-squared pulse and bar 
signal gives an adequate amount of information about the 
upper end of the video spectrum when one is dealing with 
monocluome signals only, this is not by any means ade
quate for the purposes of transmitting colour signals. For 
example, a smooth decrease in gain with increasing fre
quency, provided it is not excessive, may degrade the 
monochrome picture to a negligible e"tent, whereas quite 
a small drop in gain with respect to the lower video fre
quencies in the neighbourhood of the colour sub-carrier 
will give rise to a change in the degree of saturation of 
colours which may be visually very obvious. 

Fortunately, whichever of the principal colour tele
vision systems is accepted as the European standard, there 
are two important basic features which they have in com
mon. Firstly the luminance signal, which is also the com-
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patible signal, has the same form as the normal mono
chrome video signal, and secondly the colour information 
is carried as a form of modulation of a colour sub-carrier 
whose frequency, incidentally, has been standardized in 
Europe. These two signals are added linearly to form the 
colour picture signal. 

It seems evident in view of this that at least two signals 
are required for the complete testing of a colour television 
link: the normal sine-squared pulse and bar signal for test
ing the luminance band, and a lower-bandwidth signal 
which is modulated on the sub-carrier frequency for testing 
the chrominance band. In this way the chrominance band 
can be tested in a completely analogous fashion to the 
luminance channel. 

ln principle these two signals should provide the re
quired information about the apparatus or link under test, 
but in practice, for reasons which will be apparent later, 
it is desirable to include in addition a low-bandwidth un
modulated signal, which can most conveniently be the 
sine-squared pulse and bar signal used lo modulate the 
colour sub-carrier. From this point onwards attention will 
be confined to the chrominance band only, since it is im
plicit in the principle of a compatible monochrome picture 
that the testing of the luminance band can be carried out in 



exactly the same manner as for a normal monochrome 
system. Jt appears, therefore, that a suitable waveform for 
testing the chrominance band must consist at least of (a) a 
sine-squared pulse and bar signal with an appropriatehalf
amplitude duration and (b) the same signal modulated by 
the colour sub-carrier. Since the information yielded by 
these two waveforms must be made available either simul
taneousJy or in very rapid sequence in order to ensure that 
the two output waveforms relate to precisely the same con
dJtions of transmission, it will furthermore be necessary to 
combine the two \¾aveforms in some manner best designed 
to provide the information required. This, in fact, turns 
out to be the crux of the problem. 

For the purpose of explaining the use of the chrominance 
sine-squared pulse and bar signal it will be assumed that 
an N.T.S.C. system or one of its variants (e.g. PAL) is 
in use. With SECAM it might be advantageous to use a 
frequency-modulated test signal. but this is by no means 
certain. It seems probable, although this would have to be 
verified by experiment, that the information given by the 
signals described here would suffice for the measurement 
of the linear waveform distortion of apparatus handling a 
SECAM signal. 

2. Parameters to be Measured 
At this point it is appropriate to consider what actually 
needs to be known in order to check the linear transmission 
performance of the chrominance band; that is linear in the 
sense of excluding any factors which are level-conscious. 
These linear parameters are: 

(i) Luminance-chrominance gain inequality 
This is the ratio of the gain at the lower video fre
quencies to the gain in the region of the sub-carrier 
frequency, and is a measure of the extent to which 
the saturation of the reproduced colours is cor
rectly transmitted. 

(ii) Luminance-chrominance delay inequality 
This is the difference in mean delay between a 
signal transmitted at the lower video frequencies 
and an identical signal which bas been trans
mitted as modulation of the sub-carrier. Any non
zero value of this delay represents an error of 
registration between the luminance and chromin~ 
ance components of the picture. 

(iii) Linear war~form distortion of the chrominance 
signal 
This represents the effect on the waveform of am
plitude-frequency and phase-frequency errors in 
the chrominance region. Tn practice it i& found 
that such waveform distortion seems to occur 
much less often than might be imagined. The rea
son for this may be visualized in broad terms as 
follows. A not too serious fault at the higher video 
frequencies in a high-quality system is likely to 
produce a fairly smoothly progressive variation of 
gain through the chrominance region, usually a 
smooth fall-off of the gain. The associated phase 
characteristic is also likely to deviate in a fairly 
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smooth manner throughout at least the central 
region, the most important part, of the spectrum 
of the modulated waveform. If such distortions 
took the form of straight lines precisely skew
symmetrical with respect to the sub-carrier fre
quency there would be no waveform distortion, 
only a change in overall amplitude together with a 
delay. In practice the curves, although not linear 
and not precisely skew-symmetrical with respect 
to the sub-carrier, are suffic,ently so for the result
ing distortion to be very much lower than would be 
the case if the test waveform were not double
sideband modulated. This is a rather fortunate cir
cumstance. 

(iv) J-Q cross-talk 
In an N.T.S.C. type system using amplitude modu
lation with carriers in quadrature, phase errors in 
the chrominance region can interfere with the de
coding process so as to produce a cross-talk signal 
from the I channel into the Q, and vice-versa. Pro
vided a suitable phase reference is included in the 
test signal this can easily be measured by the use of 
a synchronous demodulator of the type used in 
coJour receivers. However, the eye seems to be very 
tolerant towards this type of distortion, and it 
seems very probable that this parameter is not of 
sufficient importance to need individual measure
ment. 

3. General Form of Chrominance Signal 
It has been established that the chrominance test signal 
must comprise a sine-squared pulse and bar signal of 
relatively low bandwidth and a similar signal which is 
modulated on the colour sub-carrier. The T parameter of 
the modulated signal, which to prevent confusion will be 
designated T0 ought now to be chosen so that the chro
mioance region is adequately tested, and here arises a diffi
culty. The Q component signal in the proposed British 
standards occupies a symmetrical band with respect to the 
sub-carrier, which in terms of its 3 dB bandwidth extends 
approximately I Meis above and below the sub-carrier 
frequency. The I component signal, on the other hand, is 
allocated an asymmetrical band whose upper sideband is 
only a little wider than that of the Q signal, but whose 
lower sideband has a 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 
2 Mc/s. 

There is no completely satisfactory way of dealing with 
this situation. Tt would be possible in principle to use two 
different modulated pulse and bar signals to test the I and 
Q regions individually, but this would be a very un
desirable complication. The compromjse which seems 
most reasonable is to select a value for T, ofO· 5 f'S, as was 
originally proposed by the Post Office, 1 so that the normal 
test signal, which has a half-amplitude duration of 2Tc = 
l ·O f'S, occupies a modulated bandwidth of± 1 ·0 Mc/s. 
This tests virtually the whole of the Q channel and the 
most important region of the I channel without the com
plication of irrelevant distortion due to the upper side-



band test-signal spectrum exceeding the upper limit of the 
video band. 

4. Practical Test Signals 
After some consideration of the problem as outlined 
above, it seemed that there are only two major forms of 
chrominance test signal which need to be taken into 
account. 

The first of these was proposed by the Post Office in 
1958.1 It consists, as is shown in the photograph (Fig. I), 
of a ehrominance signal and a luminance signal which arc 
carried on successive lines. The first line of the pair in the 
photograph carries colour sub-carrier 100 per cent ampli
tude modulated by a pulse and a bar waveform with 
transitions corresponding to Tc = 0 · 5 µ.s or 2Tc = I · 0 µ.s. 
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the modulated wave is 0· 7 
volt peak-to-peak for a standard I volt test signal, and to 
ensure that it occupies only the amplitude range allocated 
to the picture-signal component it is placed upon a pedes
tal of0·035 volt. For the sake of convenience this will be 
termed the 'two-line' signal. 

In use, this signal is displayed on a waveform monitor 
which is triggered by every successive line synchronizing 
pulse so that, in the absence of distortion, the luminance 
waveform is accurately superimposed upon the upper half 
of the modulation envelope of the chrominance wave
form. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where, for the sake of 
clarity, the pulse alone is shown on a larger scale than in 
Fig. 1. Any displacement between the two signals other 
than one precise lioe period and any di!Terencc between 
their levels can then be estimated. 

The second waveform is illustrated in Fig. 3 and is 

Fig. I - The 'two-line' ll'a1•efom1 
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Fig. 2 - Superposition of luminance am/ 
chrominancc pulses 

Fig. 3 - The composite 1m1•eform 

formed in the following way. Each of the two signal com
ponents of Fig. I is repeated al line-repetition rate, instead 
of half-line-repetition rate as in Fig. I, and equal ampli
tudes of the two are linearly mixed in a resistive network . 
The addition of the positive-going luminance waveform 
has the effect of raising the lower half of the modulation 



Fig. 4 - The pulse o.f tire composite wa1•efo1m 

envelope of the chromioance wa.,,eform to the point where 
the impression is given that the whole of the lower half of 
the envelope has been sliced off. An enlarged view of the 
pulse is given in Fig. 4; the small deviations from flatness 
of the base-line are due to cross-talk effects in the labora
tory-model generator used for these experiments. Natur
ally no pedestal is required for this waveform, so that the 

Fig. Sa - As Fig. 4 b111 wirh 
luminance 2 dB high 
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Fig. Sb - As fig. 4 bw wirh 
l11111i1wnce 2 dB low 

Fi;;. Sc - As Fig. 4 but wirh 
delay disronivn vf 80 ns 

amplitude of the signal portion is normally O· 7 volt pcak
to-peak. 

This 'composite' waveform as it is convenient to call it, 
has some rather elegant properties which arc illustrated 
in the series of photographs in Fig. 5, where it is assumed 



that the only distortions which arc operative are such as to 
produce only a change in luminance chrominance ratio or 
a change in relative delay between the two channels, or 
both of these together, but without any deformation of the 
wave-shape of either signa l. 

Since the flat base of the composite waveform is the re• 
suit of the precise addition of two waveforms, it follows 
that any \'ariation in either component from the correct 
amplitude or timing will destroy this flatness in some 
typical manner. Fig. Sa shows what happens when the 
luminance pulse is 2 dB greater than the correct value and 
Fig. Sb shows the luminance pulse 2 dB less than normal. 
In each case the base-line is bowed in a characteristic 
fashion. The corresponding distortions for the bar are 
given in Figs. 6a and 6b; io th.is instance a characteristic 
step is produced. A simple a nalysis (sec Appendix) shows 
that if the luminance to chrominance ratio is e1/ei, then 
the amplitude of the bowing o r step as a percentage o f 
the upper peak amplitude of the output waveform is 

e1/c. - I ,;;ie: + i :< 100 per cent. For small amounts of distortion 

the percentage bowing or step is approximately one-half 
of the percentage change in the luminance-chrominance 
ratio; this enables an estimate to be made of the sensitivity. 
The peak of the pulse also undergoes a vertical shift of the 
same amount with reference to the peak of the undistorted 
waveform. 

It is not quite so easy to visualize what happens when the 
luminance and chrominanee waveforms have the correct 
amplitude but a relative delay. The simplest method is to 
bear in mind that basically the effect of t he addition oft he 

Fig. 6a - Tire composite bar wi1h 
luminance 2 dB high 
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luminance signal lo the chrominance is lo modify the 
upper and lower portions of the modulat ion envelope in 
diflercnt ways. The resultant upper portion is proportional 
to the sum of the envelope of the chrominance signal and 
the luminance signal, and the resultant lower portion is 
proportional to their difference. When these two com• 

Fig. 6b - The composite bar with 
lu111i11ance 2 dB low 

Fig. 6c - The composite bar wi1h delay 
distortion of 80 us 



ponent waveforms are identical and in time coincidence, 
which is the condition for correct adjustment of the test 
signal, the lower portion becomes a straight line. When 
they are identical but have a small lime displacement the 
upper portion of the envelope is slightly broadened, where
as the lower ponion has ihe form of the time differential of 
the original waveform. Accordingly, when there is a delay 
error only, the base of the bar appears to be distorted by 
the addition of two sine-squared pulses, one erect and one 
inverted, which are located at the transitions of the bar. 
An example for a delay difference of 80 ns is given in Fig. 
6c. With the pulse, since the time differential of sin'kt is 
k sin 2kt, its base takes on the characteristic appearance 
of a whole period of a sine wave. The amplitude of this 
sine wave is proportional to the amount of delay differ
ence and the direction of the displacement determines 
whether the sine wave starts with a positive or a negative 
half-cycle. Fig. Sc shows the composite pulse when the 
luminance signal leads the chrominance signal by 80 ns. 
The slight asymmetry of the sine wave at the base is due 
to some cross-talk effects. in the generating equipment. 
It can easily be demonstrated (see Appendix) that for the 
pulse with half-amplitude duration I µs, the peak-to-peak 
amplitude of the sinusoidal distortion at the base of the 
pulse is approximately sin O • 9t times the pulse amplitude, 
where tis the relative delay inns. Alternatively expressed, 
tlie delay in ns is approximately 6 times the peak-to-peak 
distortion as a percentage of the pulse height. 

5. Experimental Test-Signal Generator 
The number of possible signals having been reduced to 
two, the obvious next step is to determine which of the two 
is the better for the purpose. As always in cases such as this, 
it is important that the final decision should not be taken 
before sufficient practical experience has been obtained. 
It was therefore decided to construct a generator capable 
of producing both waveforms, so that comparative tests 
could be made upon as wide as possible a range of appar
atus and circuits for colour transmission, the two signals 
being used under identical conditions in each instance. 

Fortunately, this did not involve the design of two 
separate signal generators, since the most important basic 
components of the two waveforms are identical. In each 
instance tlie generation begins with an accurate sine
squared pulse and bar signal of the correct half-amplitude 
duration, which is then used to modulate linearly to a 
depth of I 00 percent a locally generated colour sub-carrier 
signal. The linear sum of these two waveforms, with the 
correct amplitudes and in time coincidence, yields the 
composite waveform, which then needs only the subse
quent provision of synchronizing pulses to complete the 
final test signal. This is shown diagrammatically in the 
upper part of Fig. 7, which is not a block schematic of the 
generator used but a purely functional diagram. 

The 'two-line' signal is more complicated to generate 
because of the necessity for gating both of the two com
ponent signals so as to leave each alternate line blank. This 
must, of course, be done in such a way that when the two 

gated signals are added the resultant signal has a lumin
ance signal on one line and a cbrominance on the next. In 
addition, a very precise pedestal has to be added to each. 
The lower part of Fig. 7 shows functionally how this is 
carried out. 

6. Measuring Unit 
The original proposal for the sine-squared pulse and bar 
testing of the chrominance channel envisaged that the 
various parameters would be measured directly from the 
screen of the waveform monitor. Some preliminary tests 
made it abundantly clear tliat this procedure is not suffi
ciently accurate for all possible measurement purposes, 
bearing in mind that the suggested tolerances for a minor 
local link are O · I dB Juminance-clirominance ratio and 
10 ns delay. 

Small differences such as those mentioned above are 
really impossible to measure directly from a waveform, 
but they may nevertheless be detectable as distortions of 
the test signal after transmission over the system under 
examination. This suggested that the greatest accuracy 
would be achieved by devising a calibrated equalizing 
system by means of which the distortion can be removed. 
The amount of equalization, equal of course to the amount 
of distortion, can then be read from the calibration of the 
instrument. The optimum adjustment is indicated, ac
cording to the test-signal in use, either by the maximum 
apparent sharpness of the waveform or by the flatness of 
the base-line. 

One rather elegant scheme due to the Post Office is to 
make use of echoes of the signal to modify the amplitude 
and delay characteristics of the signal path in the manner 
required, but the method adopted in this instance, which 
was found to be straightforward and highly satisfactory, 
is the arrangement shown diagrammatically in Fig. 8. The 
incoming distorted signal is first of all split into two paths. 
In the upper path it passes through a band-stop filter which 
removes the chrominance signal, and thus leaves the 
luminance signal. This is subsequently passed through a 
variable delay line and then a buffer amplifier. 

In the lower path the signal enters a phase-compensated 
band-pass filter wliich selects the chrominance signal and 
rejects the luminance signal, after which the amplitude of 
the former is adjusted by means of a calibrated control. 
Some fixed delay is included in this path to provide a 
sufficient range of adjustment over a range of± 100 ns in 
steps of 1 ns, and the gain in practice was made continu
ously adjustable over a range of ± 3 dB approximately. 
Finally, the two paths are recombined in order to re
constitute the signal waveform. The distortion of the de
vice in its latest form is so small that when a signal is 
applied to the input, the output signal is indistinguishable 
from it. 

7. Accuracy of l\'.leasurement 
Provided no excessive amount of waveform distortion of 
the test signal occurs, the use of this device is found to in-
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crease the accuracy of measurement very considerably. 
This is partly due to the avoidance of the measurement of 
small displacements directly from the face of the tube of 
the waveform monitor and to the improvement gained by 
the elimination of parallax, but it is to a larger extent 
attributable to the accuracy v.<ith which it is possible to 
recognize or judge the position of correct adjustment. The 
sensitivity of the measurement is decreased if appreciable 
random noise or waveform distortion arc present, but in 
all instances the use oft he measuring unit is advantageous. 

I II order to form an estimate oft.he possible accuracy of 
measurement using the technique of correcting the re
ceived waveform, an experiment was arranged in which 
five experienced enginecrscarried out a given measurement 
under identieal conditions using a fairly high quality 
distribution circuit as the test object so as to simulate 
practical conditions. The measurement of Juminance
ehromi.nance ratio seemed to present no difficulties with 
either of the two test signals, and the accuracy of measure
ment on a ratio of0·8 dB was ±0· I dB. With the 'two-line' 
signal the range of reading on a mean delay of 44 ns was 
5 ns, and this was reduced to 2 ns with the composite 
signal. In each instance the adjustment for the gain was 
made first of all using the bar as indicator. For this pur
pose it is convenient to use a fairly high Y gain and to 
examine only the vicinity of the area where coincidence is 
to be established; a fairly low sweep speed is also helpful 
for this measurement. Attention was then transferred to 
the pulse displayed with a faster sweep speed, and the 
delay adjusted for coincidence. Since it is possible in 
principle to use the bar only for all these measurements, 
the accuracy was again estimated under these conditions. 
It was found that the accuracy with the 'two-line' signal 
was unchanged, but with the composite signal the accu
racy of the delay measurement was degraded by a factor 
of about two. A theoretical analysis given in the Appendix 
suggests that the degradation should be about three times. 

It was during this lest that a rather disturbing weakness 
of the 'two-line' signal came to light. It at first appeared 
that the two signals were giving answers for the Juminancc
chrominance delay which differed by about 40 ns. The 
true explanation was found to be as follows. The 'two
linc' signal depends for the measurement of delay upon 
an accurate apparent superposition of the two com
ponent waveforms, brought about by triggering the wave-
form monitor from the synchronizing pulses of successive 
Unes. ll so l.iappencd that a potential difference ex.isled 
between the earth of the Tektronix type 515A Oscilloseope 
used to display the waveforms and the earth of the cable 
termination, which introduced a quite small level of hum 
into the output test signal. This was sufficient to alter the 
triggering point of successive lines and to give rise to an 
apparent delay between the signals. As a check, the start 
of the pedestal was examined under the same conditions; 
a photograph of this is shown in Fig. 9. The shift between 
successive displays is clearly visible. 

The extent to which this phenomenon occurs is a func
tion of the triggering circuits of the waveform monitor. 
There are some oscilloscopes whose triggering is relatively 
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Fig. 9 - Displacement 1~{ triggering {'Oinl of successive 
lines d11c to small amount of added /111111 

insensitive to added hum or similar interfering signals, but 
certain other widely used waveform monitors do suffer 
from this. It can also arise from slight fault conditions in 
the waveform monitor which could pass unnoticed by the 
operator. Clearly steps may be taken to minimize this 
eflect, but for operational purposes it is highly undesirable 
that errors of quite large magnitude should oceur as a 
result of small defects of the video signal or waveform 
monitor which are otherwise unimportant. 

The composite waveform, on the other hand, is quite 
insensitive to triggering defects of this sort. The luminance 
and chrominance waveforms are transmitted in time 
coincidence, and the worst which can happen is a degree 
of horizontal blurring on the display. Even this is of 
no great consequence since, whether a measurement of 
luminance-chrominance ratio or a measurement of delay 
is concerned, the ultimate adjustment is one which pro
duces horizontal lines. In the former, two horizontal lines 
are brought into coincidence, and in the latter a sinusoidal 
line is converted into a straight line. In neither case will n 
reasonable amount of horizontal blur give rise to any 
difliculty. 

In order to confirm that the added hum was the real 
cause of the difficulty a hum filter was introduced in series 
with the output test signal, after which the same mean 
delay reading was obtained by the use of both waveforms. 

The insertion of this high-pass filter for the removal of 
hum gave rise at one stage to a small amount of phase dis
tortion, which pointed out another weakness of the 'two
line' signal. Since the successive lines of test signal are not 
identical, the whole signal contains an effective spectral 
component at half-line frequency, which can give rise to a 
displacement between the luminance and chrominance 



components if there should be any linear waveform dis
tortion at the lowest video frequencies. This drawback of 
the 'two-line' signal is perhaps less important than the 
former, but is nevertheless undesirable. 

Unfortunately, although photographs were taken of the 
above tests they are not suitable for reproduction. How
ever, Figs. IOa, b, and c arc representative of some of the 
measurements which were deliberately made on rather 
poor circuits in order to test the method. The circuit was a 
short loop of a carrier-on-cable link which had originally 
been designed for 405-line signals only and was not really 
expected to be at all suitable for the transmission of 625-
line colour signals. In the event the luminance-chromin
ancc ratio proved to be about 3 dB and the luminancc
chrominancc delay about 200 ns. Fig. IOa was double
exposed so that the two pulse waveforms could be dis
played side by side, and it is evident that the distortion of 
the pulse shape is extremely small in spite of the poor 
amplitude and phase characteristics of the circuit in the 
region of the chrominance channel. Fig. IOc shows the 
IT and 2T responses of the circuit; the 'ring' due to the 
sharp cut-off of the band-limiting filters and the asymmetry 
of the 'ring' pattern due to the phase distortion at the top 
of the band are clearly shown. 

8. Non-linear Effects 
There is a further reason for including Fig. 10. When the 
luminancc-chrominance ratio was measured from Fig. 
!Ob a value of l · 7 dB was obtained, and if no further in
formal ion had been available this value would have been 
accepted as being correct. However, closer inspection of 

Fig. IOa- Receii'ed pulse wal'eforms on 
15 Mc/s carrier system loop 
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Fig. !Ob makes it clear that the modulation envelope of the 
received test signal is no longer symmetrical about the 
pedestal level, the upper portion being appreciably greater 
than the lower. This yields loo low a value for the lumin
ance-chrorninance ratio if measurements arc made on 
the upper part of the waveform, and in fact if on the other 

Fig. I Ob - Receil'ed two-line waveform 011 

15 ,tfc/s carrier system loop 

Fig . I Oc - Recefred sine-squared T and 2T pulses on 
15 Meis carrier system loop 



hand the mean of the upper and lower portions of the 
envelope is taken as the correct \'alue the ratio increases 
to 3 · 2 dB, which is I · 5 dB greater than the ratio derived 
from Fig. !Ob. 

This shift of the mid-point of the modulation envelope 
occurs as a result of non-linear effects near the upper limit 
of the band. In particular, it can arise .in a transmitter
receiver combination using en\'elope demodulation, which 
is distortion less in the sense that all of the circuit clements 
are operating ideally, because the modulated colour sub
carrier signal is transmitted al a fairly high modulation 
depth in the wholly single-sideband region of the spectrum 
of the transmitted signal. As is well known, the envelope 
detect ion of a I 00 per ccn t modulated sine wave from which 
one sideband has been completely removed results in an 
output waveform which has the shape of the same sine 
wave after full-wave rectification. Lower modulation 
depths and \'arying degrees of restoration of the missing 
sideband give output waveforms intermediate in shape 
between the original sine wave and the full-wave rectified 
case. The asymmetry of the output wave then gives rise to 
a shift of position on black le\'el or pedestal. 

In order to demonstrate this effect some experiments 
were made with a very high quality UHF modulator and 
receiver, in which the modulation conditions and the 
vestigial sideband characteristic were made as close as 
possible to the standards. The test signal was derived from 
a video oscillator which was passed through a device 
ha\'ing very much the same function as a camera channel, 
so that the input sine wave emerged with blanking and 
synchronizing pulses added as in a normal Yidco wave
form. Fig. I la shows the output waveform from the re
cei\'er with an input frequency of300 kc/sand, except for a 
slight sinusoidal interference it is substantially distortion
less. Fig. I Id shows the actual carrier waveform. As one 
might expect, since the asymmetry of the sidebands at 
300 kcjs is negligibly small, the distortion is not percept
ible, and accordingly the shift of the baseline in Fig. I la is 
not visible either. However, Figs. 11 b and l lc demon
strate very clearly how the shift of the baseline increases 
with increasing frequency as the modulated signal enters 
the single sideband region. In Fig. I le, which shows the de
tail of the output I· 25 ~k/s waveform, the asymmetrical 
distortion is clearly visible as a sharpening of the positive 
half-cycle of lhe wave. Finally, Fig. 12 shows the 'two
line' waveform after passage through the same transmitter
receiver combination under identical conditions; t.he 
downward shift of the modulated sub-carrier is present as 
expected. 

A further complication arises from the removal of the 
harmonics of the chrominancc signal after it has been dis
torted by the modulation process. If the pass-band of the 
reccivei: were infinite. the envelope detection of the sub
carrier with single-sideband modulation to a depth of 60 
per cent which is the approximate effective modulation 
depth of the picture component with British 625-linc 
standards, would yield a distorted wave with a distinct re
semblance to the full-wave rectified sine wave which has 
already been mentioned, and which would therefore be 
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Fig. 11 a - 300 kc/s sine-wave after 
modulation and emelope demodulation 

Fig. 11 b - I· 25 Mc/s sine-wa~·e after 
modulation and enw:lope demodulation 

rich in harmonics. However, the passband of the receiver 
must effectively remove all harmonics except the funda
mental, which will I.hen have an amplitude different from 
that of the original wave. 

The magnitude of the change can be calculated if the 
Fourier expansion of the distorted wave can be found. The 



Fig. I le - 4 ·4 lvfc/s sine-wm•e after 
modulation an,! envelope demodulation 

Fig. I Id - Detail of Fig. I la 

determination of this Fourier expansion turns out to be 
very much more difficult than one might expect, except in 
the special case of a modulation depth of 100 per cent, but 
fortunately the problem lias been solved by Vigoureux and 
the result quo1cd by Colcbrook.2 The actual expansion is 
in terms of Legendre coefficients and would be tedious to 
cite here since the coefficients have a rather complicated 
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Fig. I le - Detail of Fig. I lb 

F~r:- 12 -Two-fine signal after 
m odulation and em•efope demodufarion 

form, but application of it to the present problem shows 
that the fmal amplitude of the modulated sub-carrier is 
O · 4 dB less than it should be, if linear envelope demodula
tion is assumed. Although this is not a large difference it is 
nevertheless significant, and should be avoided if possible. 

The most satisfactory way of separating the linear from 
the non-linear effects seems to be to halve the amplitude 



of the test signal when dealing with amplitude modulated 
systems where this type of distortion is appreciable. In this 
case, if it is assumed that in both forms oft he test signal the 
lowest points in the modulation envelope once more coin
cide with black level, then the effective modulation depth 
is decreased to about 23 per cent and the consequent 
change in amplitude of the sub-carrier with demodulation 
becomes negligibly small. The d.c. shift is also very much 
reduced, to a point where it can be neglected for most 
purposes. 

9. Comparison of the Two Test Signals 
At this point it would be useful to summarize the results of 
the work which has been described above by drawing up a 
list of the respective advantages and disadvantages of the 
two waveforms. The order in which these are presented is 
no indication of relative importance. 

9.1 'Two-line' Wavejorm 
(i) It provides a clear indication of the presence of 

single-sideband distortion. 
(ii) This signal is more complicated to generate than 

the composite, and the generating equipment is in
herently more prone to instability. For example, 
the amplitudes of the pedestals in the two succes
sive lines must be maintained equal within very 
small limits. 

(iii) It is liable to errors arising from the effect of eK
ternal factors upon the triggering of the waveform 
monitor. 

(iv) The accuracy may be affected by linear waveform 
distortion in the vicinity of one-half line repetition 
frequency. 

9.2 Composite Waveform 
(i) Simpler to generate and the generating equipment 

is likely to have a higher intrinsic stability. 
(ii) Lends itself particularly well to measurement by 

correction of the errors. Tests show that the accur
acy of measurement is distinctly better, and the 
measurement is simpler and more convenient to 
carry out. 

(iii) Quite insensitive to wavefonn monitor triggering 
errors introduced by small hum amplitudes, for 
example. 

(iv) On the other hand, this waveform does not make 
it very obvious that single-sideband type distortion 
is present, and the effects of any waveform distor
tion of the envelope are less clearly distinguishable. 

10. Conclusions on Part I 
The immediately preceding list makes it quite clear that 
the composite waveform has a number of very important 
advantages over the 'two-line' waveform. Indeed, its main 
failing is its lack of clarity when single-sideband and linear 
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waveform distortion are present. It is therefore suggested 
that generating equipment for linear wavefonn tests on 
the chrominance regjon should provide the following 
facilities; 

(i) The composite waveform as described above with 
transitions corresponding to l ·O µs. Appar
atus to be used for investigational purposes might 
also include the waveform corresponding to Tc= 
0·5 µs. 

(ii) A switch position to halve the amplitude of the test 
signal, but leaving the sync pulse amplitude un
altered. 

(iii) The chrorninance signal of the 'two-line' signal, 
but on every line instead of every other line. This 
should be available on another switch position. 
Its inclusion would add very little to the complexity 
of the generator, and would provide a valuable 
check on any distortion of the modulation envel
ope quite independently of the measuring unit. 

(iv) The luminance component on every line. As with 
(iii), the cost of this facility would be extremely 
small, but it would make possible an individual 
check on any waveform distortion of the luminance 
component. 

(v) lfit should be required to demodulate the received 
signal, for the measurement ofI-Q cross-talk or for 
any other reason, it would also be necessary to 
make provision for the addition of the standard 
sub-carrier burst to the above test signal. 

The measurement ofluminance/chromioance ratio and 
relative delay should preferably be made by the measuring 
unit described above. The apparatus used need not have 
the precise form of Fig. 8, but in any case it should intro
duce no perceptible waveform distortion with the controls 
set to zero. For acceptance testing and general measure
ment purposes the range of delay correction should be at 
least± JOO 11s, and the fine adjustment should preferably 
be by means ofa continuously variable control. The range 
of amplitude should not be Jess than ± 3 dB, and the :fine 
adjustment should again be continuously variable. How• 
ever, for maintenance testing the range of measurement 
can be considerably less, and it is highly probable that a 
much simpler and cheaper unit could be designed for this 
purpose. In either case it is desirable that a switch should 
be included so that one can examine the separated chro
minance and luminance waveforms individually when re
quired. For some purposes, for example the routine 
checking of reasonably stable circuits, it may well prove 
sufficient in certain circumstances to examine the base-line 
of the waveform witn a suitable graticule. 

The inclusion of a sub-carrier regenerator and synchro
nous demodulator into the measuring equipment would 
make it possible to measure the effective I-Q or Q-I cross
talk. So far, this quantity seems not to have been found 
particularly significant, but it might be prudent to make 
arrangements in the equipment for the appropriate facili
ties to be added at a later stage if it should seem desirable. 



PART II 

AN AUGMENTED PULSE AND BAR WAVEFORM FOR TESTING 
THE COMPOSITE COLOUR SIGNAL 

11. Introduction to Part II 
In the not too distant future, most if not all circuits which 
have to handle 625-line signals will also have to be capable 
of handling colour television signals, and it will be neces
sary to have available a test signal or signals which will 
indicate clearly and quickly the state of a circuit with re
spect to the linear waveform distortion experienced by 
both monochrome and colour video signals. 

As is well known, the spectrum of the 2T sine-squared 
pulse falls to one-half of the low frequency value at a fre-

quency equal to 
4
~, and becomes zero at 

2
~. This is 

shown in Fig. 13a. Although the signal contains some 

energy above/ =
2
i, this is negligibly small for all practical 

purposes. In order to fall into line with Post Office practice, 
the BBC has adopted a value of T = 0· 1 µ,s for 625-line 
operation, so that the spectrum of the 2T pulse can be said 
to contain zero energy above 5 Mc/s. In fact, of course, the 
nominal upper limit of the video band with British stand
ards is 5 · 5 Mc/s, so that it appears that the last O · 5 Mc/s 
is not tested by the 2T pulse. This is a point about which 
there has been a certain amount of controversy, although 
it is not proposed to examine the arguments here. 

The result of this spectrum shaping is that progressively 
less information is provided by the signal as the frequency 
increases. With monochrome video signals this is not 
necessarily a clisadvantage, and it can be argued that the 
shape of the spectrum provides a suitable weighting curve 
to take account of the known continually decreasing im
portance with frequency of the higher video components 
of the picture signal. This agrees with the view of the 2T 
K-rating as a measure of the viewer's subjective apprecia
tion of the quality of the monochrome picture. 

However, the situation is radically altered by the addi
tion of the chrominance channel to the luminance signal 
in a co1our video signa1, since the co1our information must 
also be transmitted with minimum distortion, and this can 
only be ensured by tests made with a signal capable o 
yielding much more information in the upper third of the 
video band than is possible with the 2T pulse and bar. 

One possible solution would seem to be the use of the IT 
pulse and bar signal, which has a spectrum such that the 
harmonic amplitude has only fallen to one-half at 5 Mc/s. 
Unfortunately, the presence of a very appreciable amount 
of energy in the test signal above the upper ]imit of the 
video band can give rise to a large amount of irrelevant 
information which may have the effect of obscuring the 
\Vanted information. The situation is aggravated when 
filters are used to define the band, since the 'rings' resulting 
from the filter cut-off obscure the wanted information 
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even more effectively. This difficulty is overcome in the 
classical use of the IT pulse for acceptance testing by using 
mathematical methods to reject information relating to 
out-of-band frequencies, but this is too indirect for the 
method to be of use for the maintenance testing of either 
monochrome or colour systems, at least in the reasonably 
near future. 

However, the principal failing of the IT pulse as far as 
chrominance region testing is concerned is that it does not 
immediately provide the detailed information of the kind 
described in the first part of the monograph which is re
quired for a knowledge of the characteristics of the chro
minance channel. The information is potentially available 
from the IT signal, but its extraction would be quite point
lessly difficult. 

An obvious solution to the difficulty is to use a normal 
sine-squared pulse and bar signal for the assessment of the 
luminance performance, and the composite chrominance 
pulse and bar waveform for the assessment of the chro
minance performance, and in fact this is the method to be 
preferred for the majority of purposes. Nevertheless, the 
situation does arise from time to time that an immediate 
check is required of both luminance and chrominance 
channels, and the use of two individual signals is then un
desirable. 

12. The Augmented Pulse and Bar Signal 
A signal which enables measurements to be made on both 
the luminance and chrominance regions simultaneously 
can be generated quite simply by adding to the standard T 
or 2T sine-squared pulse and bar signal a composite chro
minance pulse of exactly the same amplitude as the normal 
pulse. The result is the waveform shown in the photograph 
of Fig. 14a, where the chrominance pulse can be seen to 
have been added at a point a few µ,slater than the 2T pulse 
of the original waveform, and both pulses have the same 
amplitude as the centre oft he bar. 

Measurements with this waveform on monochrome 
circuits or on the luminance region of a colour circuit can 
be carried out exactly as usual, the presence of the chro
minance pulse being ignored for this purpose. For mea
surements on the chrominance region the waveform 
monitor is double-triggered to give the kind of display 
shown in Fig. 14b. 

Now since the composite pul&e is the linear sum of a low
frequency video waveform and a modulated waveform at 
sub-carrier frequency, it follows that any change in the 
gain of the chrominance region will change the amplitude 
of the composite pulse with reference to the amplitude at 
the centre of the bar. Any change in gain at the lower video 
frequencies will change the amplitude of the bar and the 
luminance component of the chrominance pulse by the 
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Fig. l3b- Spectrum ofmod11/a1ed IOT pulse 

same amount, so that any variation of the luminance to 
chromioance gain ratio results in a change in the ratio of 
the chrominance pulse and bar amplitudes. Any variation 
of the relative delay between the channels will result in a 
sinusoidal effect on the base of the pulse, exactly as des
cribed in Part L It is therefore possible to measure both of 
these important parameters in addition to the normal 
K-rating, for which reason this signal has been named the 
'augmented pulse and bar signal'. 

It can easily be demonstrated by the method of the 
Appendix, that if the ratio of the cbrominance pulse to the 
bar amplitude is P, then the luminance-chrominance gain 
inequality is 20 log10 (2P~I), but this expression must be 
used only in the absence of delay inequality, or provided 
the delay inequality is quite small. Any appreciable dis
placement between the peaks of the two waveforms which 
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form the composite chrominance pulse also gives rise to a 
reduction in the pulse height. 

This error can be completely avoided, and the measure
ment made to a higher degree of accuracy, if the measuring 
unit described in Part I is utilized. The separating net• 
works cause a certain distortion of the monochrome sine• 
squared pulse and bar signal, but this does not affect the 
accuracy or the operation of the measurement in any way. 

12.1 Use in Equalization 
The BBC makes frequent use of an analogue method for 

the rapid equalization of circuits. This utilizes a wide-range 
variable equalizer and amplifier, devised in such a way that 
when the optimum adjustment has been reached the values 
of the components for constant-resistance equalizers of 
standard form can be found very quickly from the settings 



Fig. 14a - The augmemed sine-squared 
pulse and bar signal 

Fig. 14b - As Fig. 14a but double-triggered 
lo superimpose the bar upon the pulses 

of the equalizer controls by means of simple transforma
tions. Printed boards arc available for a range of capacitors 
inductors, and resistors, from which a given equalizer can 
be realized extremely quickly. The method has been 
adapted from a proposal by the Post Officc.3 

The cq ualization has hitherto b<:en carried out on 
monochrome circuits by using a standard sine-squared 
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pulse and bar signal, and adjusting the controls until the 
combination of the circuit to be equalized, the variable 
equalizer, and the amplifier yields a signal with a minimum 
K-rating. This, in practice, turns out to be extremely 
simple. The great advantage of the method, apart from its 
speed, is that a positive criterion is available for the condi
tion where the residual error is a minimum, the sine
squared pulse and bar signal serving as an analogue of the 
video signal. 

This method is less convenient for the equalization of 
colour circuits when two separate test signals are employed 
for the lum.inancc and chrominancc channels, owing to the 
necessity for switching from one signal to the other in order 
to apportion the residual errors between the two channels. 
The augmented signal, on the other hand, presents a 
simultaneous display of the luminance and chrominance 
distortions, and it becomes very much easier to estimate 
the optimum condition. 

12.2 A11gn11mted K-rating System 
The statement made in the previous section about the 

optimum opportioning of a residual error between the 
luminance and chrominancc channels implies that some 
definite criterion is available for this purpose. In practice, 
when the augmented signal is used for equalization it is 
easy to reach an optimum by visual inspection of the wave
form which seems intuitivdy satisfactory, and experience 
has shown, at least in a small number of straightforward 
instances, that a number of experienced engineers will 
independently arrive at closely similar optimum settings. 

Nevertheless, no objective criterion is available, and 
there is a very real need for this, not only for equalization 
purposes but more generally for estimating the quality of 
colour television circuits by waveform methods: in other 
words an extension of the monochrome K-rating system 
to colour tckvision. This could be done in the first instance 
by introducing the lincarchrominancc distortions into the 
rating systt:m, since for example there set:ms every reason 
to suppose that values of chrominam:c-luminance gain 
and delay distortions could be found which subjectively 
have dcgrt:es of annoyance in a given picture comparable 
with the various parameters oft he normal K-rating system, 
which in this instance would be affecting the luminance 
region. It seems possible that even differential gain and 
phase might also be brought into such an augmented rating 
system, but of course the choice of the colour television 
standards would have a much greater influence if this 
were done. 

In the opinion of the writer such an extension of the 
rating system would prove of inestimable benefit to ad
mio.istrations transmitting colour television signals, and 
he would like to urge strongly that tests should be made to 
establish its practicability as soon as the definitive specifi
cation has been laid down for the colour television system 
which will be finally adopted. 

12.3 The Augmented Sig11alfor lvlo11ochrome Testing 
As was pointed out in the Introduction the normal sine

squared pulse and bar signal has a certain shortcoming in 



that the 2T signal, which has the spectrum shown in Fig. 
13a in order not to transmit appreciable energy outside the 
nominal video band, gives little information about the 
upper one-third of the video band. On the other hand the 
IT signal gives a high degree of information about the 
whole of the video band, but such information may have 
to be separated from any unwanted information corres
ponding to frequencies above the nominal band. 

However, the combination of the 2T pulse and a modu
lated chrominance pulse with 2T, = !OT has a spectrum 
which, as can be seen from Figs. 13a and 13b, maintains a 
high value almost to the upper band limit. Since the 2T bar 
(omitted in Fig. 13 to simplify the diagram) has a spectrum 
which falls much more rapidly than that of the 2T pulse, 
it follows that the augmented signal with these parameters 
also has a spectrum which fits remarkably well into the 
625-line video band. Similar conclusions would apply to 
405-lines with the value ofT changed appropriately. 

At first sight this might lead one to suppose that the aug
mented signal possesses, as far as monochrome testing is 
concerned, all the advantages of the IT signal without its 
disadvantages. Unfortunately, this expectation is not fully 
realized. The information given by the modulated signal at 
the upper part of the band about the distortion occurring 
in that region cannot be utiljzed in the same way as that 
given by the 2T pulse and bar signal. It is possible that the 
use of the augmented K-rating system proposed above, 
perhaps suitably modified, might provide an acceptable 
and simpler alternative to the IT signal, hut this would 
have to be proved. 

:,J'evertheless, some valuable information is offered by 
the presence of the chrominance pulse in the form of the 
luminance-chrominance gain inequality, which in this in
stancecorresponds to the gain at4 · 43 Mc/scompared with 
the low-frequency gain. As can be seen from Fig. 13a the 
spectral amplitude of the IT pulse is very low at that point, 
so that the gain in that region has only a small influence 
upon the pulse-to-bar ratio. It has been found by experi
ence, for example, that it is possible to equalize a circuit 
by the use of the 2T sine-squared pulse and bar signal in 
such a way that, without realizing it, the gain is made 
unduly high at the very top of the band. This is of no great 
consequence for the majority of transmitted pictures, hut 
exceptional pictures which have high energy at the top of 
the band, for example test cards, can at times give rise 
to severe overloading effects as a consequence. The aug
mented signal would effectively prevent that state of 
affairs occurring. 

12.4 Single Sideband Dilitortion 
It was shown in Part I of the monograph that vestigial 

sideband transmission can give rise to a vertical shift of the 
modulated envelope which could be mistaken for a lumi
nance-chrominance gain inequality with the composite 
waveform if care is not taken. The criterion for recog
nizing the presence of this distortionin the absence of delay 
inequality is as follows. A luminance-chrominance gain 
inequality under linear conditions always gives rise to a 
chrominance pulse in which the shift of the peak is exactly 
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equal to the amplitude of the bowing at the base of the 
pulse. If this is not the case, then non-linearity is present. 

The observation of this effect is facili lated by the use of 
the measuring unit, since, when the base of the pulse has 
been made as flat as possible by the use of the gain and 
delay controls, any enor in the pulse-bar ratio is most like
ly to be the result of non-linearity. 

12.5 Waveform Specification,,/ Augmented Signal 
The major part of the augmented signal for 625-line 

testing consists of a perfectly standard 2T sine-squared 
pulse and bar signal as specified for maintenance testing. 
Thechrominance pulse waveform has 2T,= l ·0 µs, and is 
produced, as has already been described, by the addition 
of such a sine-squared pulse to the same pulse which has 
been 100 per cent modulated on to colour sub-carrier. 
When the relative amplitudes are c-0rrect the base-line of 
the composite pulse becomes flat, assuming that the two 
signals are coincident in time. Finally, as has already been 
mentioned a hove, the amplitudes of the 2T and chromin
ance pulses are made precisely equal to the amplitude of 
the bar. 

The colour sub-carrier which is used for the modulation 
of the chrominance pulse is preferably not locked to an odd 
multiple of one-half the line frequency, but is obtained 
from a free-running oseillator. This ensures that the en
velope of the chrominance pulse will be smooth and con
tinuous when vie\ved on a waveform monitor triggered 
from the synchronizing pulse or one of the edges of the bar. 

The only difference from the standard sine-squared 
pulse and bar signal consists in the addition of the chro
minance pulse. Its position does not appear to be at all 
critical: in the present series of experiments it was placed 
about 3 µslater than the 2T pulse. If the separation is too 
great it is not convenient to display both pulses together 
as in Fig. 14b, and if they are too close together there may 
be mutual interference when distortion is present. 

When the augmented signal is used principally for 
monochrome work, or where the quality of the colour 
television circuit is poor so that appreciable di;tortion of 
the modulation envelope occurs, it may be preferable to 
use a chrominancc pulse defined by4T, = 20T. The reason 
for this is that the consequent halving of the pulse band
width frequently reduces the waveform distortion to a 
marked extent, and it therefore becomes easier to separate 
the gain and delay inequalities from the envelope distor
tion. It would be useful in the signal generator to have the 
facility available of changing rapidly from a 2T, to a 4T0 

pulse, and for investigational work jt might also be advan
tageous to have a IT, pulse available. 

12.6 Effect of Ec/Jl)es 
In instances where echoes of appreciable magnitude 

occur with a long delay, say greater than 2 µS, difficulties 
may he experienced with the augmented pulse and bar 
signal. If such long-term echoes occur v.ith distribution 
circuits and studio apparatus it is to be hoped that their 
amplitude will be small since a luminance or monochrome 
echo of I per cent amplitude corresponds to a K-rating of 



I per cent and conscquenlly only a very small echo can be 
allowed. Large echoes can, howeve r, occur during the re
ception of radiakd signals, and it is also possible with 
video signals under exceptional conditions to have a large 
ec\io in the region of the sub-carrier, but a negligible error 
at lower video frequencies. 

The most serious con seq uencc of such an echo is that 
the cbrominance pulse remains undistorted, due to the 
separation of the pulse and the echo, but the amplitude of 
the major part of the top of the chrominance bar, had it 
been present in the signal, would have been modified 
owing lo the superposition of the echo. Now any satura
tion error due to a change in luminance-chrominance gain 
ratio is perceived principally in the large areas, so that the 
modulated bar amplitude is the more correct criterion for 
lurninancc-chrominancc gain inequality. Furthermore, 
since the phase of the sub-carrkr in the echo is a function 
of the delay, a given ec\io may either add to or s ubtract 
from the top of the bar, which means that a measurement 
of the magnitude of the echo of the pulse is not in itself 
su0kient to determine the gain inequality. 

Under these circumstances the augmented signal may 
give an incorrect value for the gain inequality. Neverthe
less it should be ck:ar that such conditions ought to occur 
very infrequently in practice, and the fact that a certain 
error is possible for the reasons stated above should not 
be taken as a major criticism of the proposed signal. 

12.7 l.R.T. Proposal 
A similar proposal to this augmented sine-squared pulse 

and bar signal has been put forward by the lnstitut fiir 
Rundfunktcchnik in Munich: it is fully described in an 
article by P. Wolf. 1 The principal difference lies io the fact 
that the I.R.T. signal consists of two co1becutivc lines, 
instead of one, the first of each pair of lines carrying the 
bar and the second carrying the two pulses. 

This has the advantage of eliminating the need for 
double-triggering, since a repetitive sweep automatically 
provides a double-triggered display. On the other hand it 
has the disadvantage of being somewhat more difficult to 
generate as well as being liable to error from distortion at 
low video frequencies, particularly since the two consecu
tive lines differ markedly in the video signal energy which 
they carry. 

In the article by Wolf more stress is laid upon the use ofa 
signal of this type as an improvement to the normal sine
squared pulse and bar signal than is the case in this mono
grnph. The BBC experience has been that , while it is ad
mittedly useful lo have additional information about the 
upper portion of the video band, tbc amount of informa
tion furnished is rather restricted and suffers greatly from 
the fact that it cannot be brought within the K-rating 
system. 

12.8 Experimental Results 
A number of experiments have been carried out with 

this augmented signal in order lo assess its usefulness. Ia 
parlicular. tests have been carried out on the equalization 
of short cable lengths and studio equipment. 
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Fig. 15a - Augmented pulse and bar signal 
at 0111pw of notrh fi!rer: double-triggered 

Fig. 15(b) - As Fig. 15a showing 
IOT pulse alone 

The test of cable equalization showed no great improve
ment from the inclusion of the chrominance pulse, but this 
was ~imply due to the precision with which it was possible 
to correct for this type of cable characteristic with the 
particular variable equalizer used. However, when test~ 
were made in a s tudio which included various items of 
studio equipment in addition to a number of cable lengths, 
the great usefulness of the augmented signal became ap-



parent. With the available equalization it was not possible 
to correct the distorted frequency characteristic complete
ly, but it was easily possible to ftnd a compromise setting 
for the equalizer at which the distortion of both lumioance 
and chrominance test signals appeared to be reasonable. It 
further became apparent that the signal would be even 
more useful, as had already been discussed , if some criteri
on v.·erc available to assist iu the choice of the optimum 
compromise for the equalization. 

Fioally, an experiment was carried out with the primary 
object of investigating to what extent fairly serious chro
minancc distortion can be measured in the presence of the 
monochrome pulse and bar, but incidentally demon
strating that it is possible for significant distortion of the 
chrominance region to occur with very little distortion of 
the 2T pulse and bar signal. 

The distorting network used produced a symmetrical 
noll:h centred on the colour sub-carrier with an overall 
width of :::::400 Kc/sand a maximum attenuation of rather 
less than 2 dB. The resulting distorted pulses arc showo in 
Fig. 15a, which should be compared with Fig. 14b; the 
distortion ofthc bar was negligible. It is dear that whereas 
the 2T pulse shows only a very small 'ring', the chro
minance pulse shows a combination of appreciable 
amounts of luminancc-chrominance gain inequality, 
lumioaucc-chrominance delay distortion, and waveform 
distortion of the pulse itself. The latter is to be expected 
since the width of the notch fi lter was less than the spread 
of the sidebands of the modulated pulse. This is probably 
a rather unlikely type or distortion to occur in practice: at 
all events ifa dip occurs in the frequency characteristic its 
effect is likely to extend over a greater frequency range 
than in this instance, which decreases the d istortion. How
ever, it was thought that it would be interesting to see how 
the measurement method is able to deal with such distor
tion. The undistorted and distorted 2T pulses, expanded 
to fit the K-rating graticule, are shown in Figs. l 6a and 16b 
respectively. The K-rating of the distorted pulse is about 
I per cent. 

The amount of distortion undergone by the chromin
ancc pulse was measured by the technique described in 
Part I. Of course, in this instance the situation is compli
cated by the relatively large a mount of envelope distortioo 
of the chrominancc pulse, but in fact one of the objects of 
this experiment was to investigak the extent to which the 
measurement is hampecrd by the presence of this type of 
distortion. 

The double-triggered pulse and bar waveform available 
at the output of the measuring device with no compensa
tion introduced is shown io Fig. 17a. The disto11ion 
visible on the 2T pulse and bar is a result of the separating 
networks used, and does not in anyway impair the measure
ment of the ehrominance pulse. The procedure used for 
measurement was as follows. The relative luminance
chrominance gain was adjusted until the chrominance 
pulse-bar ratio was restored, and then the luminancc
chrominance delay was adjusted until the greatest sym
metry of the base of the pulse was obtained ; for this pur
pose the 'ring' at the right-hand side of the pulse was ig-
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nored. The equalized condition is shown in Fig. 17b. The 
readings obtained were a little under 2 dB for the gain 
inequality and approximately 40 ns for the delay in
equality. The seositivity of the adjustment was distinctly 
poorer than is the case when no envelope distortion oft he 
chrominance pulse is present, but the measurement was 
nevertheless perfectly practicable. 

Fig. 16a - Sine-squared pulse of Fig. 14a 
expanded against graticule 

Fig. 16b - Sine-squared pulse of Fig. 15a 
expanded against graticule 



Fig. 17a - T1w distorted signal aft a passing 
tlrrou.r;h tire mea.rnring de1•(ce: no correctio11 

Fig. 17b - As Fig. 17a but with 
optimum correction 

13. Colour Test-line Signal 
The experimental work carried out on the augmented 
pulse and bar system indicated clearly thal another field 
where the principle could very usefully be applied is that 
of the test-line signal. 

The principal reason for this is the necessity with the 
test-line signal for designing it in such a way that the 
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maximum of information can be derived from the mini
mum of signal. [fa circuit, fo r example, is to handle NTSC 
colour signal5 two sets of information at least arc required: 
the linear waveform characte ristics of the circuit such as 
arc p rovided by sine-sq uared pulse and bar methods. and 
the non-linear characteristics. These latter comprise the 
luminance non-linearity and the differentia l gain and 
phase. In addi tion. it may be convenieut to transmit one 
line per field of colour bars, since experiment has sho,,-n 
that a vectorscopc display under these conditions is quite 
feasible, and the result is a very useful immed ia te, even jf 
not highly accurate, check on the state o f the circuit. This 
signal is particularly useful fo r monitoring transm itter 
performance. 

The luminance waveform distortion and non-linearity 
distortion can be measured to a meful degree of accuracy. 
as is known, by means of the les t-line signal consisting of a 
2T sine-squared pulse wi th half-wid th bur and a live-step 
staircase wavcrorm. The 405-linc version of this signal has 
been for some 1ime a n agreed common standard between 
the United Kingdom television adminisl rations a nd the 
Post Ollice. The addition of a composite chrominance 
pulse then makes it possihlc to measure the li near wave
form parameters of the chrominancc region in addition to 
the lumioance parameters. The result is the wa\'cform 
shown in Fig. 18, which is the analogue of the augmented 
sine-squared pulse and bar signal. and in lhc same way it 
is also advantageous for monochrome purposes only. T he 
measurement of the linear chrominance parameter~ can 
be carried o ut just as has been described with the aug
mented sine-squa red pulse and bar signal except, of 
course, that a line-selcclor must be employed to view the 
signal. 

The best method or measuring differentia l phase and 
gain would he to include another test-line signal. o n an
other line of the licld blanking period, consisting o f a 
s taircase or sawtooth waveform with su perimposed colo ur 
sub-carrier. However, the use of aoother line can be 
avoided by the simple device of adding the s ub-carrier 
frequency lo the staircase waveform of the test-line signal 
of Fig. IS, care being taken lo include a ~ufficicnt dura tio n 
of sub-carrier al hlack level before the start of Lhc staircase, 
This inl roduccs no dirticulty whatsoever into the lum in
ance no n-linearity measurement, since the suh-carrie r 
component is completely eliminated by the filter used for 
the shaping of the pulses corresponding lo the heights of 
the steps. 

The amplitude of the added sub-carrier frequency is not 
critical, provided it is not unduly great. A convenient value 
in this instance is a peak-to-peak value o f 0· 14 volt, that 
is equal to the height of each of the steps of the staircase, 
since it enables a very simple check to be carried o ut of the 
level of superimposed sub-carrier. A la rger level of sub
carrier is desirable from the point of view or signal-to
noise ra tio but, ::ipart from the error introduced as a conse
quence o f the sub-carrier amplitude being a large fraction 
o f the test sig.nal amplitude, errors may he introduced into 
the luminance non-linearity measurement by distortion of 
the type described in Part I as a result o f vestigia l sideband 
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The vertical dotted line shows the position of an optional inverted 2T pulse. 

Fig, 18 - A suggested 625-/ine test-line sigMI 

transmission. For thisreason it would be advisable to omit 
the superimposed sub-carrier whenever the signal is used 
purely for monochrome testing. 

The accuracy of the differential phase measurement in
evitably de[)eods upon the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
signal which carries the test-line signal, and in order to 
minimize the error it is essential to provide the hest possible 
reference for sub-carrier regeneration, preferably in the 
form of a burst on every line. It was found with such a 
signal under rather good signal-to-noise conditions that a 
measurement of about ± 0 · 3" of differential phase was 
possible. It is difficult to give a figure for worse signal-to
noise conditions since much depends upon the measuring 
equipment, the type of display, and whether the display is 
photographed, 

14. Conclusions on Part II 
Considerable advantages are gained by: 

(i) The addition of a composite 2T, chrominance 
pulse to the standard 2T pulse and bar wavefonn. 
On the one hand this can serve as an improved 
pulse and bar signal with enhanced information 
about the upper video band, but without the spec
trum of the test signal exceeding the nominal 
upper limit of the video band. On the other hand it 
can serve as a combined signal for testing the 
linear waveform distortion of both the luminance 
and chrominance channels. Experiment shows that 
such a signal is not greatly inferior in accuracy for 
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measurements on the chrominance channel than 
the proposed chrominance pulse and bar signal. 

(ii) The addition of the chrominance pulse to the form 
of test-line signal standardized for 405-line use 
would produce a signal having the advantages 
given above in addition to the proven good prac
tical features of the test-line signal. The super
position of a suitable amplitude of colour sub
carrier on the staircase waveform makes possible 
the measurement of differential gain and phase as 
well. In other words such a test-line signal allows 
the measurement of the linear and non-linear para
meters1 both luminance and chrominance. 

(iii) Where appreciable envelope distortion of the 
chrominance test signal occurs it might prove use
ful to have available an alternative signal of lower 
bandwidth, say a 4T0 pulse instead of the 2T0 • This 
situation appears to occur relatively seldom with 
the BBC distribution network, but might be en
countered on international links, for example. 

(iv) It would he extremely advantageous if the chro
minance channel distortion parameters could be 
brought into tbe scope of a combined luminance
chrominance 'K-rating', since this would enable a 
single figure of merit to be given to a link or equip
ment handling colour signals. Such a rating factor 
might even include differential gain and phase as 
wen as the linear waveform djstortion parameters, 
for example luminance-chrominance gain and 
delay inequalities. This would have to be done on 



the basis of subjective tests with representative 
colour pictures, using the colour system and 
standards finally to be put into service. 
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17. Appendix 
CHANGE IN THE WAVEFORM OF THE 

COMPOSITE SIGNAL FOR A GIVEN DISTORTION 

The test wavefonn is formed by the linear addition of a 
pulse and bar signal, and the same signal which has been 
used to modulate sub-carrier frequency to a depth of 100 
per cent. This signal is positive-going, and hence has 
identically the same waveform as the upper portion of the 
modulation envelope. Likewise the lower portion of the 
modulation envelope is exactly the negative of the un
modulated signal. Consequently, the resultant signal 
possesses an upper portion of the modulation envelope 
which is the sum of the I\\O waveforms, and a lower portion 
which is the difference. In the special case when the peak
to-peak amplitude of either portion of the modulation 
envelope is equal to the peak-to-peak amplitude of the un
modulated signal, and the two signals are in precise time 
coincidence, the lower portion of the envelope becomes a 
straight line. This is the normal correct adjustment for the 
test signal. 

17.I Pulse Waveform 
17 .1.1 Amplitude Difference Only 

Let the amplitude of the luminance pulse be e1, and Jet 
the amplitude of either side of the modulation envelope 
bee,. 

Then the peak-to-peak amplitude of the test-pulse= the 
amplitude Eu of the upper modulation envelope e1 + e,. 

The amplitude of the lower modulation envelope E, 
similarly =e1 e2• 

:. The luminance-chrominance ratio 

:.EL e1/e2 1 E 
e1;e2 + l · 0 

For small errors in e,Je, the amplitude of the lower 
modulation envelope 

(2) 
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In other words the displacement of the base-line from the 
horizontal is approximately equal to one-half of the error 
in the luminance-chrominance ratio times the amplitude 
of the test-pulse. It is obvious that the peak of the pulse 
wiU be displaced vertically by the same amount as the base 
line. 

l 7. 1.2 Delay Difference Only 
In this instance the amplitudes are equal. The luminance 

and chrominance waveforms can therefore be wrJtten re
spectively as e ~ e1 sin•O and e = e1 sin' (0 ef,) over the 

range of pulse duration, where 0 TT/ d-' ,r7 T. 
an .,..= ZT ; . is 

' 
the half-amplitude duration, and, is the delay between the 
two waveforms. 

Then the lower envelope is given by 

e = ei[sin28 sin' (0 ,;1,)J 

=e1 sin(28-p). sin</, 

by a well-known trigonometrical identity. 

(3) 

When</, is small, as is normally the case, the shape of the 
base-line is 

e~e1 sin 28. sinef, 

which is a sinusoid of amplitude 

• ,/. • 1'T 
sm 't'=srn 

(4) 

(5) 

In practice the quantity measured is the peak-to-peak 
amplitude= 2sin ,f,, but the amplitude of the test pulse is 
2e1, so that the ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the 
base-line to the amplitude of the test pulse is sin ,J,. 

For the sake of example, if T, = I µsand 7 = IO ns, sin ¢, 
=sin 0·9° =0·016. The amplitude of the sinusoid on the 
base-line is thus l ·6 per cent of the test pulse amplitude. 

An alternative derivation is indicated in Section4,p. lO. 
The lower envelope is formed by the subtraction of two 
waveforms having a small time displacement, and can 
therefore be regarded approximately as the time deriva
tive of the pulse waveform. 



Th I .hf. b d.,rrt e enve ope 1s t ere ore g1ven y r x dt sm lT,;. 

ltT r.t 
=2Tsm-T-

' C 

which is identical with Equation ( 4) above if sin ,J, is re
placed by 4', which is admissible since the delayerrorT, and 
hence,/,, is assumed to be extremely small. 

17.2 Bar Waveform 
17.2.1 Ampliwde Difference Only 

Jn view of the relatively long flat porlion of this wave
form one obviously ignores the transitions and measures a 
displacement of the flat portion of the base-line of e1 - e,. 

The-n El= e1-e'J and £,, = e1 + e2, so that as before 
_ e1/e2 -~- 1 _ 
E,=-1 --,

1
-. Eu (I) 

e11e2 T 

and for small values of e1/e,, E, =½ E0 (::-I) (2) 

I 7.2.2. Delay Difference Only 
The bar waveform is given by 

l ( ! I . r.t \ 
e=iel T--- SHlT-) 0~t~2Tr 

T, t 

e=e1 I 3,2T, (6) 

For the sake of simplicity the approximate expression 
will be derived directly by differentiation as for the pulse 
waveform above. 

(7) 

In other words the transitional portion of the lower 
envelope has the same shape as the sine-squared pulse in 

the test waveform but with anamplitude,i;e,. Also since the 

amplitude of the bar ~ E,, = 2e1 : 

(8) 

\vhere in !his contexl EL is the amplitude of the transitional 

portion of the lower envelope. This is ! of the value ob-,,,. 
tained for the pulse, which helps to explain the lower sensi
tivity of the bar for the purpose of measuring the delay. 

CORRECTIONS TO MONOGRAPH NO. 18 
Attention has been drawn to hitherto unobserved errors. 
in Monograph No. 18, The BBC Colour Television Tests: 
An Appraisal of Results, first published in May 1958, and 
reprinted in November 1964 with the title amended to 
The BBC 405-/ine Colour Te/erision Tests: An Appraisal 
of Results. 

ln Table 17 on page 25, and also in Tables 18 and 19 on 
page 26, the 'B112z' column should be under 'Individual 
Effects' instead of 'All Effects•. 
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BBC ENGINEERING TRAINING MANUALS 

The following manuals by members of the Engineering Division of the BBC have been prepared primarily for 
the Corporation's operating and maintenance staff, They have been made available to a wider public so that the 
specialized knowledge and experience contained in them may be open to all interested in the engineering side 
of sound and television broadcasting. 

Sound and Television Broadcasting: General Priociples-K. R. Sturley, Ph.D., B.Sc., M.l.E.E. 45s. net, by post 
46s. 4d. 378 pp. 

This manual explains the basic principles of sound and television broadcast engineering and operations. 

Studio Engineering for Soand Broadcasting-General Editor: J. W. Godfrey. 25s. net, by post 26s. 208 pp. 
Explains the principles underlying current operational procedures at BBC studio centres. Covers the whole range 
of equipment used and the problems arising in the studio. 

Television Engineering: Principles and Practice---S. W. Amos, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.l.E.E., and D. C. Birkinshaw, 
M.B.E., M.A., M.I.E.E. 

Vol. I: Fundamentals, camera tubes, television optics, electron optics. 45s. net, in U.K. only. 301 pp. 

Vol. If: Video-frequency amplification. 35s. net, by post 36s. 2d. 270 pp. 

Vol. Ill: Waveform Generation. (Out of Print). 

Vol. IV: General circuit techniques. 35s. net, by post 36s. 2d. 277 pp. 

These manuals are published by [LIFFE BOOKS LTD, DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.l, for 
the British Broadcasting Corporation, and are available from the publishers or from BBC PUBLICATIONS, 

35 MARYLEBONE HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.l. 

ENGINEERING TRAINING SUPPLEMENTS 
s. d. 

No. I Some Transmitter Problems 2 6 

No. 3 Harmonic Distortion and Negative Feedback in Audio-frequency Amplifiers 7 0 

No. 4 Some Fundamental Problems in Radio Engineering 4 0 

No. 5 An Introduction to Wideband Aerials 3 0 

No. 6 Programme Meters 3 0 

No. 7 Basic Principles of Television Lighting 5 6 

No. 9 Frequency Modulation . 6 6 

No. JO Long-wave and Medium-wave Propagation 4 0 

No.11 Lighting for Television Outside Broadcasts 6 0 

No. 12 Transistors 3 0 

No. 14 Colorimetry 4 6 

These Engineering Training Supplements are available from BBC TECHN[CAL PUBLlCATIONS SECTION, HAREWOOD 

HOUSE, HANOVER SQUARE, LONDON, W.1. 
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